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Troubled Week:

S.U. Readied for
Major Protest Rally.

A campus scarred three times by violence in as many

days waits this morning for yet another protest rally.
Black students from S.U., Seattle Community College
and the University of Washington are scheduled to meet
on the library lawn at noon in protest of what leaders call

the "inherent racism" of the University.
Sponsors of the rally, S.U.s Student Afro-American
Movement for Equality (SAAME) said last night they cannot guaranteenon-violence.
"We're not guaranteeing anything, and we're not going to be
responsible for anything," Bob King, SAAME organizer, told a
joint SAAME-New Student Coalition meeting. "Anybody who is
with us all the way should come along— anybody who isn t should
stay in the dorms."

PERMISSION for the rally was given late yesterday by Fr.
Joseph Perri, S.J., executive vice president, and Fr. Leonard Sitter,
SJ. director of student activities, after several changes of heart.
The Very Rev. Kenneth Baker, S.J., president of S.U. said he
would be willingto address the rally if its leaders wished him to.
Further rallies were at first to be forbidden, because of inci-

—

photo by bob kegel
BOBBY DAVIS ADDRESSES FR. BAKER, LEFT, NEAR BUHR HALL FRIDAY

(Continued on page 2)

Editorial

full confidence.

Monday afternoon two men, with mops and buckets, swabbed up a student's blood on Pigott's third floor, while the
student sat in the Health Center receiving11 stitches because
he QUESTIONED a group who tried to disrupt his class.
Earlier that day the University President was virtually
held hostage in his own damaged office. Yesterday the Chieftain was vandalized and major violence was rumored for today.

THE ATMOSPHERE of fear and violence which is seeping
into S.U. is hardly conducive to academic freedom, which
we have heard so much about lately.
There is no freedom, no respect of the rights of others
especially their right to dissent when students fear physical
harm if they attend classes.
There is no freedom when students who witness acts of
violence and vandalism on campus, are afraid to testify to
what they saw. No action was taken against the student who,
in January, spray painted the statue of the Virgin
Mary in the Chieftain because the student witness was afraid
to testify.

—photo by bob kegel

WINDOWS BROKEN IN CHIEFTAIN
YESTERDAY

— photo by bob kegel
SEATTLE POLICE ON THE WAY
TO CLEAR PIGOTT MONDAY

THERE IS NO freedom when the library must be closed to

locked.
There is no freedom when money from this financially
desperate institution which could be used for new programs
and faculty, or for retaining what we have, must go into repairing the damage of bombers, arsonists and vandals.
prevent damage and University buildings are

ALTHOUGH WE do not agree with all of Fr. Baker's recent
statements and the rhetoric in which he has placed them,
we commend him for his actions to ensure that the 3200 students here will get the education for which they are paying.
We suggest that those who have condemned Fr. Baker for
his memo and for calling the police, turn their condemnation
jn those who forced this action.
One can easily visualize the damage to each student and
prospective students if the records in the Admissions and
Registrar's Offices had been damaged by the group trying
to nccupy those offices on Monday had they not been driven
out by the police.
We hereby give our vote, a vote we feel reflects the wishes
of most members of the University community, of FULL
CONFIDENCE to Fr. Baker and our support to him in whatever it takes to keep our campus open and free.

WE ASK THE student and faculty senate members: Are
you making any attempts to represent your electorate or
only yourselves? We wonder if their constituents would grant
THEM a vote of confidence.
Last week groups here were protesting the blood of young
Americans shed in Vietnam, Cambodia, Kent State and the
South. This week pools of blood shone on the floor of Pigott,
and no one really seems to care.

—
SEATTLE POLICE BLOCK

L.A. ENTRANCE MONDAY

photo by mine penney

Official Memo Lists
New Rally Guidelines.
The following official notice
was issued Monday by the Very
Rev. Kenneth W. Baker, S.J.,
President of S.U., as the University's "interim rules" on class,
attendance, disturbances and
rallies:
"Due to the recent violence
and disturbances on many campuses; due also to certain
threats of violence and disruption here at Seattle University,
I am hereby establishing the
following interim rules, to be in
effect through summer quarter
1970.
1. Classes. Classes will be held
each day as scheduled until June
12, 1970. I
am asking each teacher to explain to his or her classes that this is a university and
what that means. We are a
school, not a political club. Our
students pay much hard-earned
money to come here and we
have a serious obligation to
them in justice.
2. Class Disturbances: We will
not permit classes to be disrupted by any student, group of
students or any other indivi-

duals.
Notice to all Teachers: If anyone interrupts your class, please
try to identify the personor persons as best you can and call
Fr. Rebhahn's office immediately (82115) or Fr. Perri's office

...

(257)
3. Teachers: You are obligated in justice and by legal contract to meet your classes at the
appointedtimes.Allteachers who,
without authorization, cancel
classes will receive official notification of improper conduct
4. Rallies: There will be no
more public rallies on this campus, except where and when they
are approved by Fr. Sitter, Director of Student Activities.
a) The designated places for approved rallies are in Pigott
auditorium, in front of the
library, and the astrogym.
b) Only public address systems,
provided or authorization by
the university, will be allowed
anywhere on campus.
c) Organizers of rallies must
make all arrangements
through Fr. Sitter

Black Professors Sought.
yet been informed in which departments the openings would

Black professors will be
sought to fill several faculty
vacancies that will occur next
fall.
Fr. Edmund W. Morton, S.J.,
academic vice president, said
yesterday that he has been authorized by University President
the Very Rev. Kenneth Baker,
S. J., to fill the open positions with qualified black instructors. Fr. Morton had not

cision have erupted into violence.
A report that contractural proBLACK FACULTY members ceedings in the hiring of Ray
from the U.W. may be contact- Napierkowski are being temed to teach at S.U. on a part- porarily held up was verified
time basis, according to Fr. yesterday by the President's ofMorton. He indicated that he fice. No information was availhas a list of possible candidates. able as to the meeting Friday
The announcement comes at between Fr. Baker and Dr. Ana time when protests over a so- ita Yourglich, chairman of the
sociologydepartment.

occur.

President Meets Press
... Following Disturbance.

.. .

Protestors Suspended:

of anarchical activity on camp-

Sporting a skiing sunburn, the
Very Rev. Kenneth W. Baker,

us," he said, "This is a return

Charles Mitchell, director of
minority affairs, interceded
briefly, saying he would represent the students if Fr. Baker
insisted on speaking on that basis.
THE STUDENTS were angry
however, and shouting, with
some jostling, ensued. In the
brief melee, books were torn
morning.
from shelves, a small table was
THEY WERE orderedsuspen- overturned and an ornamental
ded for the rest of this quarter light fixture twisted.
by the Very Rev. Kenneth BakOne student smashed a framed
er, S.J., President of S.U.
picture of Maj. Pat Brady, an
Fr. Edmund Morton, S.J., aca- S. U. graduate and Medal of
demic vice president, said he Honor winner.Other small memhas issued instructions that the entos and personal items were
five are not to be allowed in damaged.
classes until their cases are
THE ADMINISTRATION conheard by the review board.
tends that Davis, Leon, Orange,
THE SUSPENDED students Wilson and Yackulic were the
wereallegedly among those who chief perpetrators of the vioentered Fr. Baker's office to dis- lence. It is faced now with the
cuss with him the terms of a task of proving that allegation
memo outlawing rallies and before a student-faculty discidemonstrations except when ap- plinary board.
proved by the Administration.
Already, one of the five is colThe students also wanted to lecting signatures from students
discuss the hiring of a black who declare that he was not in
sociology instructor.
the office during the incident.
Fr. Baker told the students
Orange, a Portland sophothat he would not receive them more, and Yackulic, a junior
as a group, but would speak to from Bellevue, are leaders in
any student on a "one-to-one the New Student Coalition,a probasis."
tem organization which was

"the way to wealth is as plain as the way to
market. It depends chiefly on two words, industry and frugality; that is, waste neither time
nor money, but make the best use of both.
Without industry and frugality nothing will
do, and with them everything."
Benjamin Franklin

of S.U., returned

—
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STUDY IN ROME

Fall 1970

STUDENTS!

For full information call, write, or tee
Dr. Gerard Banks, Vice President
University of Puget Sound
Tacoma, Washington 98416
Office: Jones Hall Room III
Phone: 759-3521, Ext. 203

come see
MANPOWER

—
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this week about
good paying

SUMMER JOBS
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MONEY TALKS
in no uncertain terms with NBofC special
checking. Your own checking account protects
your funds—no need to keep much cash around.
It provides a record of expenditures—helps to
maintain your budget. Come in today!

§And

NBCCOMMERCE

NATIONAL BANK OF
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for
men and women
We're interviewing students
now for interesting summer
work
we need girls for
office replacement work,
men for factory and outdoor work. Don't wait 'til
the last minute!

.. .
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Enrollments now being accepted in the Junior Semester
Abroad Rome Program of the University of Puget Sound.

Hoping for your name on the door
someday?

iJ

DR. YOURGLICH explained
her decision at a rally last Friday, reiterating that she feels
Napierkowski is more aualified
in the specific needs of the position.
In another development, the
ASSU executiveboard last week
unanimously passed an opinion
statement regarding the decision.
'We are gravely concerned
with the policy involved in the
apparent hiring of Mr. Ray Napierkowski," the statement read.
"We personallyfeel that a black
professor of sociology such as
Mr. Williams Hodge, would be
a great asset to the University,"
teaching "sorely needed courses
in black sociology."
The ASSU group apparently
missed the point of the hiring
decision, since whoever fills the
position will be requiredto teach
introductory and statistics
courses and not black sociology
courses.
The statement further criticized what it called the "poor
university policy" of "continually" hiring recent S.U. graduates, charging that "this policy
results in a static conformity of
ideas and approaches to learn-

to the jungle."
Although estimating that he
to his office Monday to face had the support of "90%" of
an occupation by what he esti- the student body, Fr. Baker said
mated as 40 students.
he felt "like a commander in
chief with no troops."
IN AN AFTERNOON press
He accused the demonstrators
conference, Fr. Baker related
of trying to "break S.U. so we'll
given
"ten have
that he had been
to turn it over to the state
seconds" to answer a series of —make it a black university."
demands and was "held prisonFR. BAKER noted that he had
er" in his office.
"We will not tolerate this kind previouslyspoken to Bobby Davis, SAAME president, who "totally repudiated the philosophy
of education of S.U. and said
'we can shut you down any time
we want.' That sounds to me like
a threat."
The president continued, "We
formed during the Kent State welcome students who want the
protests two weeks ago.
kind of education we offer."
However, those attempting to
ORANGE was an unsuccessful politicize
University and
candidate for ASSU first vice "change ustheservice
black polito
president this year. Yackulic is
the son of Mr. Charles Yackulic, tical needs" would be on "a
education departmentinstructor. head-on collision course."
Davis, Leon and Wilson are
IN A THRUST at the press
members of the Student Afro- continued from Friday afterAmerican Movement for Equal- noon's rally, Fr. Baker specuity (SAAME), the former BSU. lated that if the press would THE EXECUTIVE board asked
Davis, a Seattle sophomore, is "leave the campuses alone for
"immediate reversal of the
president of the organization. six months, it would cool this for
decision" and "the hiring of
Wilson, a sophomore from Los thing down enormously."
Mr. Hodge."
Angeles, is former president of
He challenged the media to
the BSU.
"size this (movement) up for
Leon is a freshman from Seat- what it is anarchy and fascism
—and turn your guns on them."
tle.
S.J., President

Students Await Review Hearing.

Five students suspended after
a protest disturbance Monday
wait now for a hearing by the
Student Conduct Review Board.
Bobby Davis, Eddie Leon, Jr.,
Pete Orange, Emile Wilson and
Doug Yackulic are accused of
causing damage and disrupting
business in the office of the
University President Monday

ciology department hiring de-

Name on the doorl Carpet on the floor! It can happen to you.Just
keep your nose to the flintstone
keep sparking with those
bright ideas. Meanwhile, consider a really brilliant idea from your
New York Life Representative. It's modern life insurance for college students. It offers excellent protection now for the benefit
of your parents and, later on, for the family you'll have. What's
more, this life insurance can provide the ready cash (no questions
asked) you may one day need to convert one of your bright ideas
into a going business. Speak with your New York Life Representative before the term endsl There's no obligation, and someday
you will be glad you didl

Richard Cavaliere
SPECIAL AGENT
NEW YORK LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY
2nd and Titus— Rent
ULrick 4-3500
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teachers students
special Sat. interviews
May 9. 16, and 23
9 A.M. to IP.M.
anytime Mon.thru Fri.
8 A.M. to 4 P.M.
must type 40 wpm
Sorry we are only able to
hire students 18 and over.

1222 -2nd Aye., Seattle

i

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Session;
in
Joint
2
Senates
Rally Tops Week of
S.U. Protest, Violence. Deadlock on 'No Confidence.
Coalition nervous:

(Continued from Page One)

dents of violence which took place after rallies Monday and yesterday.
Yesterday, about 25 students broke off from a morning rally and
entered the Chieftain cafeteria, overturning tables and smashing
windows with chairs. White students and employees were ordered
out of the building.

by Kerry Webster
Executive Editor
By the grace of an improbable tie vote, S.U.s outspoken
new president escaped a formal vote of "no confidence"
from the combined student and faculty senates Tuesday
night.

The two bodies met in an unprecedented joint session to conby
DAMAGE was placed at about $200, mainly for six eight-foot sider a resolution, introduced
Duggan,
None
Mike
was
student
senator
by
the
demonstrators.
No
one
hurt.
broken
out
windows
the
of the students was immediately identified, although witnesses said which would have censured
Very Rev. Kenneth Baker, S.J.,
both S.U. and S.C.C. students were present.
in response to "his virtually inThere was no activity on campus Tuesday, although some dem- flexible policies and action in
onstrators marching downtown from the Central Area threw stones regard to the needs and opinions
through the windows of Bellarmine Hall, chanting, "Baker Must of students."
Go!"
After a rally Monday on the lawn of Buhr Hall, a groupof about
THE VOTE on the issue, tak150 students marched on the office of Fr. Kenneth W. Baker, S.J., en after nearly one and a half
University President. A few gained entrance, and some damage hours of debate, was 14-14, split
was done. Five students were suspended for participation in the closely along student faculty
melee. (See page two.)
lines. There "were two affirmative votes from faculty memhit
the
head
on
A STUDENT, Bill Huff, was pummeled and
bers, but they were balanced
with a metal ashtray stand when he objected to demonstrators' by an equal defection from the
presence in a classroom. The demonstrators said they were there student side.
to shut down the class. Huff was given eleven stitches at the UniAn attempt by the chair to
versity health center.
break the tie failed when Dr.
night
to J. Robert Larson and ASSU first
Members of the New Student Coalition, meeting last
discuss today's rally, were visibly nervous about the possibility of vice president John Graves, who
further violence.
shared the podium, cast oppoThe NSC has claimed credit for "awakening S.U. politically" site votes. The issue remained
during last week's anti-war demonstrations. Now, however, both deadlocked, 15-15.
the thrust and the cause have changed, and the loose-knit organiThe tie might have been broken either way by Dr. William
zationis losing its grip on the initiative.
Guppy, the lone abstention, but
NSC MEMBERS spent much of last night's meeting trying to he refused to change his deurge a pledge of nonviolence out "of SAAME, whose memberswere cision not to vote.

-

not willingto giveit.
FACULTY senators who voted
After the black students left, NSC washed its hands of the
matter by declaring non-support for any violent tactics which "no confidence" were Sr. Chrismight be used by SAAME, whilepledging support for the principles topher Querin and Charles Yackulic. Student senators voting
of the organization.
against censure were Starr Tavenner and Rosendo Luna.
After defeat of the measure,
the combined senates passed by
a large majority a resolution
calling for a "Day of Discuspresentations
Av/ird
will
be
Army
ROTC
The 19th Annual
on the state of the UniPresident's Review will mark made to outstanding cadet stu- sion"
versity.
the first inspection of the Uni- dems.
Military guest of honor will be
versity's 120-cadet brigade by
DEBATE was intense but pothe Very Rev. Kenneth W. Bak- Brig. Gen. Thomas Tarpley,
deputy commanding general at lite throughout the two-hour
er, S.J., President of S.U.
The review will be tomorrow Fort Lewis. Admittance passes meeting. A student audience of
at 1:30 p.m. on the Fort Lawton to Fort Lawton are available about 150, mostly sympathetic
with the censure resolution,
at ROTC headquarters.
Parade Field.

120 SU Cadets to Attend Annual
ROTC Review at Fort Lawton.

-

Specials 5-6
Monday Friday

Peanut Nite
Tuesday Nite

Pool Tables

New Owners

Filing Open

For Election.

—

New Law May Be Used
Against S.U. Students.
Five S.U. students accused of
"interfering by force" with the
operationof the University may
be among the first to be charged
under a new state anti-disturbance law.
The law, which went into effect only last week, was passed

"We Repair All Makes"

i^r^BfilL
WfJwrnj^

" Body Work & Rebuild
" Motor Work

1021 E. Pike

CHAMBERS

of parliamentary procedure.
Many faculty members, expecting the meeting to develop dialogue between themselves and
the students present, expressed
dismay that they were asked
immediately to take the harsh
action of condemning Fr. Baker.
"I'm very sorry that we're
faced right away with such an
Tomorrow is the last day to
all or nothing proposition," said
"It
Berg.
doesn't
Dr. Richard
file for four ASSU senate seats
leave much room for discus- and class presidencies, according to Election Board coordinasion."
tor Mike Hems.
by
Interested students may sign
BERG WAS answered
ASSU
SAAME member Emile Wilson, up from 2-4 p.m. in the Chiefoffice
floor
of
on
the
second
spoke
at
the
invitation
who
tain. A 2.5 gpa is required and
the chairman.
transcript copy should be prepetitions
all a
"We have signed
sented.
year, and we have students on
The positions open are senate
academic boards and commit- seats 9 through 12 and senior,
tees and whatever, and it all junior and sophomore class
has got us nowhere. It's still presidencies. Under the rules of
the same we do what Baker the constitution which was
and the Jesuits want."
adopted fall quarter, four sen"Fr. Baker has the attitude," ators are elected each quarter
class presidents serve one
Wilson continued, "that if you and
year terms.
don't like it here— if you don't
The primary election will be
dig philosophy and theology—
on Tuesday with the final elecFriday.
you can split. But why should I tion slated for next

SHERIFF & THOMPSON

" Brakes

We've Changed!

watched and applauded speakers in favor of passage, sametimes grumbling at the slowness

V^

1130 Broadway

leave? Why can't I stay here
and change things?"
"He doesn't want students.
He wants a bunch of good-babies
who'll do what they're told.
"He has shown himself totally
incompetent," Wilson said. "He
is incompetent to deal with students, with faculty, with administrators, with anybody. Ican't
that man gets
think of anybody
"
along with!

EA 4-6050

during February's special legis-

lative session, as a means of
protecting education institutions
from civil disturbances.
Under the new measure, it is
illegal to "intimidate by threat"
or "interfere by force" with
any administrator, faculty

member or student of any uni-

versity, college, community college, or public school who is "in
the peaceful discharge of his

duties or studies."

Persons found guilty under
the act can be fined not more
than five hundred dollars, imprisoned for not more than six
months, dr both.
The law is a direct challenge
to the common demonstration
practice of occupying offices,
blocking doorways and threatening students away from classes.
Until recently, only ambigious
trespassing laws could be
brought to bear on offenders.
Now, persons engaging in
such activities may be prosecuted for "gross misdemeanors."

Phone Reaction
Favors Stand.

Recorded off-campus reaction
to the official memo issued Monday by the Very Rev. Kenneth
W. Baker, S.J., President of
S.U., has been substantially favJr
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BUY IT AT YOUR CAMPUS BOOKSTORE
OR WRITE TO: SCOPE SUMMER TRAVEL
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orable.
Mrs. Josephine O'Neill, chief

vv

PBX operator, reported 38 favorable phone calls Monday and
five unfavorable.
On Tuesday, the calls ran 237
»
for and one against; 77 of those
"W Membership Fee-$lO.OO(3 year membership)
*>r
in agreement were not CathoCard holders are entitled to the following:
*fe
lics.
1" Discount housing-$3.00 per night for air conditioned
Yesterday's count was 16 in
carpeted twin rooms with adjoining baths, in any bcope
favor
of the memo and no calls
managed residence, from June 15 to September 1.
against.
2. Discount food-20% off at most locations.
Calls directed to Fr. Baker's
-^t
office were also very heavy, ac3 Free Recreation Facilities-Swimming pool, saunas,
cording to Mrs. Doris Edson,
weight room, billiards, table tennis, Color TV lounge.
presidential
secretary. Tuesday
series,
film
entertainment,
concerts,
rock
4 Free weekend
-tl
she
recorded
110 calls, all in faiA
regularly scheduled programs.
vor of the president's action.
restaurants,
and stores
5. Guidebook-listinglocal theaters,
Over 100 letters have been reX,
offeringdiscounts to members.
ceived. Only two were in disa6 Discounts of 10% on all ECI workshops.
greement with the memo.
"Some students have also been
by to offer their support," Mrs.
LANE,
PARK,
SAGA
MENLO
CALIFORNIA
CLUB ONE
Edson concluded.
Thursday,May 21, 1970/The Spectator Page Three
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feedback.

interest.
To the Editor
In response to Miss Murphy's
letter (Spectator, May 14) protesting the termination of the
department of Home Economics
as of June '71, I could not help
but express my own dissension
on similar matters.
Yes, lack of consideration by
the administrationled to the termination of the language department's German Major Program
of which I was a part. There
were a few others who quietly but
bitterly changed their future as

wasa minimal number of lawmen anywhere without fear of dyson campus during the demonstra- entery, typhoid, or Hannibal's Revenge.
tions of the white students.
I would also caution Miss TooFr. Baker went even as far as
to suspend students who involved mey against littering the abanthemselves in the cause for Black doned premises at 14th and CoPeople. It is also notable that the lumbia. The nearest Coca-Cola
first people named for suspension plant is in Bellevue.
Name withheldby request
were students earmarked by Fr.
Baker for their past outspokeness
toward his racism since he came

ideals.

to S.U.

Sounding Board:

Unrest is Inevitable.

by JaniceGreene
Some feel that it is only "revolutionary rhetoric;" others feel
that it will all pass; some believe
that violence is not the answer;
many may feel that no one is
going to force them to do anything whether it is right or
wrong; others may refuse to adhere to change and want to protect the status quo, thereby protecting their security. Many are
just plain tired of it all or don't
care. In any case, campus unrest
at S.U. was, and is, inevitable.

—

—

disgusted.

—

FAILURE to enforce this shows
the fear of those in power fear
of change and fear of criticism.
A "get-tough" policy appears to
be a front. Meet force with force
is the cry. "We will not allow
.!" is demonstrative of lack
of freedom. On the basis of practice the Nazis and the Communists, who are supposedly the
natural enemies of free "democracy," are the same; they can
administraTHE UNIVERSITY
be poles apart as is believed:
tion may feel that they are not not
actions display the opposite.
"obligated" to hire a Black pro- their
If we are indeed "going back to
it
Indeed,
very
fessor.
is a
com- the jungle" as was stated, then
forting thought to excuse oneself what
makes civilization so good?
"obligations"
responsibilfrom
or
If talking and discussing probities and to justify their actions lems fails to achieve the desired
by saying they are not "obli- communication then what else is
gated." No one likes to feel that there to do? With the absence of
they owe something, but that is communication, civilization goes
an act of insecurity and a belief too.
of immaturity. When one can see
It is very sad that we, as "edthe deficiencies in an organiza- ucated"
people, cannot communition of governing body it is their cate with each other. We still
duty to "right the wrong."
cannot be civilized.There is eithIn the case of an "educational" er failure
to listen to one another
institution the administration and or no one cares. "Where there
faculty cannot afford to be self- is injustice there cannot be
ish and think only of their own peace" is what we are displaying
point of view. Their job is to today (and every day).
think of the students first. They
were not put there to make
VIOLENCE is not the solution
money or to fill a seat, but to adto everything. "Burning a buildvance the university as a whole. ing" does not always solve the
The non-hiring of Mr. Hodge, a problem. But when the people in
Black professor, was a mistake
power place more value on their
one of the many on the part of material gains than on people
The
administration.
Univerthe
then we must get to the heart of
sity revealed something of itself their existence. If they will only
by this act.
listen to their buildings and to
The "new" law concerning the their cars, then so-called "viregulation of rallying in which olence" is the only answer. But
students must ask permission to if violence should not prevail then
rally is ridiculous. There would neithershouldinjustice.
be no cause to rally if the law
If one is right, left, or in-bewas upheld. How can freedom of tween, he must take a stand he
thought, freedom of speech or must care, for his future is at
freedom itself be regulated? Is stake. We must listen or we will
this not a democracy, if not an fail. And the Fall of the Roman
imitation of such? We must allow Empire is not far in sight.

—

WHILE EXECUTING these To the Editor:
In the midst of chaos and the
tactless, unwarranted methods,
Fr. Baker relates the situation to struggles on campus as well as in
the public making himself the the world everywhere, I find it
hero and reducing Black People necessary to remind myself that
a result of SU's inconsiderate de- to a level of barbarism. Or, as he almost everyone no matter which
cision. Lack of Interest? No, WE puts it, Black Students act like position he takes left, right or
were interested. However, some- they are returning to the jungle. middle
has the same basic
one did not think there was With present administrative pol- goals. This is the tragedy.
enough interest. I cannot forget icy it's hard to see that S.U. isn't
I went through the radical life
a cold the jungle: students' minds are scene a few years ago and Istill
that day in Jan. '69, when notice,
sheet of paper, without
being shielded, being kept from
respect some of their ideals, such
said in effect: "change your ma- reality and shown a superficial as peace, love, brotherhood, freejor or change schools because side of life. Those who try to dom, etc., but Ideplore their imthere were not enough students bring some awareness to the mature methods.
interested, nor is there enough campus are swallowed up or atI support Nixon, and am not
money to support a programthat
tacked. By whom are all these afraid to say it, even at the risk
doesn't fill up the classroom!"my jungle-like mannerisms initiated of ostracism. Idon't support him
Istayed and changed, also
and perpetrated none other than because he's "our President," but
faith in SU has changed.
Fr. Baker, King of the Jungle.
because I believe he's realistic
Yes, to you 24 women, who are
Linda Flary and is doing his best to bring
701-0242 about peace, love, brotherhood,
being sacrificed, and to anyone
freedom, etc.
else INTERESTED: this is an inHow can the radicals criticize
dication of what is to come. It
already is happening. SeattleUniour war when they use violence
versity is digging its own grave
and subversion here? Occupying
administration buildings and forcand by shoveling away depart- To the Editor:
I was thoroughly disgusted by
ing their views on others is merement after department, the hole
will be big enough to fall into, the manner in which the students ly a miniature war.
It's good to see so many conand there will be no one left to participating in Friday's open
fill the hole
forum addressedFather Baker. If
cerned students, but it's sad they
PaulKaraskevicus
two parties are to enter into a log- think they have all the answers.
ical, rational discussion, a certain I'm terribly concerned, but Ibedegree of respect must be shown lieve in tolerance, patience and
for the viewpoints expressed by realism.
I hope the radicals will soon
both forces. Although you do not
To the Editor:
agree with Father Baker, at least see that the answers aren't quite
Re Mrs. Patricia Winker Wil- respect
as simple as they think. Maybe
(and attempt to underliams' proposed boycott of Cath- stand) him for what he believes.
then they will begin to underolic Universities since the CathIf you were attempting to draw stand and turn all their energy to
olic Priesthood does not allow attention
to your "cause" you positive, constructive ends.
women (May 14): Let us add the
Susan Bevan,
very negatively. Betfurther reason that those Orders succeeded
P.S. For everyone who prays
of women won't let us men take ter luck next time.
Janet Galloway for a better world, and for peace,
the veil!
Neill R. Meany, S.J.
let me recommend an encouraging, beautiful new book: The Ultimate Revolution by Walter Sounding Board:
Starke, published by Harper and
To the Editor:
Row.
In the following ten items if
To tho Editor:
I wish to express my total re- the word "customer" were to be
jection of several of Fr. Baker's changed into the word "student,"
judging by what you know of the
inflammatory and irresponsible statements regarding the staff at S.U. winter quarter 1970, TO THE EDITOR:
by Mark Rorvig
demonstrators of Monday, May do you think that 100% of them
HAVE YOU ROOM AT THIS
Honors Program
answer,
"yes"?
would
18
LATE DATE FOR A TELEGRAM
We here bear witness to an age
TEN COMMANDMENTS OF
Fr. Baker's labeling of the
FOR FEEDBACK?
of awakening. All forms of demGOOD
BUSINESS
ni"anarchists,
as
demonstrators
IWAS HORRIFIED TO READ onstrative opinion are but indica1. A CUSTOMER is the most imhilists, fascists, and hard-core
IN THIS MORNING'S P.-I. A
tors of the degree to which that
any
to
in
busiportant
person
aim
is
whose
revolutionaries"
FACULTY MEMBER OR STU- moribund slumber has been disness.
"have the school turned over to
DENT SENATE REPRESENTAturbed. It no longer remains a
2. A CUSTOMER is not depend- TIVE
the state or turned into a black
WOULD EVEN GIVE ONE possibility to love this nation, but
are
dependent
ent
on
vs
we
something"
indicates
college or
"NO CONFIDENCE'" VOTE TO it can further be asserted that it
on him.
a blind disregard for the beliefs
OUR PRESIDENT, THE VERY
was not a possibility to begin
is
interA
CUSTOMER
not
an
the
overwhelm3.
and intentions of
REV. KENNETH W. BAKER, with. A word such as "nation"
he
is
the
demonstraof
our
work
ruption
the
majority
of
ing
WHO ON THIS CRITICAL IS- means nothing except when spokpurpose of it.
tors. I certainly do not consider
SUE IS FIGHTING FOR ORDER en of in terms of the actions of
in
4.
A
CUSTOMER
us
a
goals
or
does
favany of these labels
AND JUSTICE ON THE CAMgovernment of that nation.
or when he calls, we are not PUS. ARE LOYALTY AND theStill,
any way applicable to myself,
the rhetoric which usually
him
doing
serving
my
a
favor
exercising
who am guilty of
COURAGE OBSOLETE? SE- occurs in this sequence of statehim.
assemble.
right
to
Constitutional
IS BEHIND FR. BAKER ments shall not be invoked here.
5. A CUSTOMER is a part of our ATTLEWHY
Ipublicly challenge Fr. Baker
DON'T WE HEAR Rather let it be said that there
100%.
business
not
an
outsider.
to point out specific students who
FROM THE 99% OF THE SE- are few people who actively deis
of
6.
A
CUSTOMER
not
a
cold
any
may be truthfully called
ATTLE UNIVERSITY STU- sire war or prejudice, or who
statistic he is a human being DENTS?
the above and whose goal is to
seek, undisguised, death or marfeelings.
with
make S.U. a state or a black uniMRS. F. M. BALLER
tyrdom.
7. A CUSTOMER is not some
versity. I do not condone the
Yet we owe these four terms
one to argue or to match wits
actions of the one or two stuFor we are
a powerful debt
with.
dents who threw Fr. Baker's
NOTICE TO
not merely human beings, we are,
8. A CUSTOMER is a person
books on the floor, but to lash
in essence, political beings and
CONTRIBUTORS
who brings us his wants it is
out in angered paranoia as our
thereby every act in which we enour job to fill those wants.
Spectator wishes to reLeader has consistently done inThe
gage ourselves, from love-making
9. A CUSTOMER is deserving of
mind contributors that letdicates an utter inability to adeto marching, is in fact a political
the most courteous and attenquately guide S.U. through the
ters to the editor should be
act.
tive treatment we can give
present turmoil. Fr. Baker dug
words,
a maximum of 150
It is no longer possible for us
him.
his trenches two weeks ago, and
typed double spaced andhave
to hide ourselves from each othis leaving many of us no al- 10. A CUSTOMER is the life-blood
a written signature.
er amid a smog of political deof this and every other busiternative but to do likewise.
cisions made in Washington,
Sounding Boards should be
ness.
James W. Tollefson
Olympia, or in the President's
Courtesy of the Southern-Pacific
submitted the same way and office
of S.U. In these past days
Railroad.
have a maximum of 500
it has been made clear with cruFr. James McGoldrick, S.J.
words.
cial urgency that everyone must
Dean Emeritus, Education
All contributions which exmake these same decisions for
To the Editor:
ceed the word limitations will
himself. Only the realization of
Once again Fr. Baker has exbe subject to editing as space
the precise nature of the change
posed his attitude of racism. His
in the decision making processes
demands.
charges against the members of
of these United States can give
Names will be withheld on
SAAME and their supporters as To the Editor:
us solutions to problems for years
It was with some amusement
." proves that he
request.
"anarchists
that Iread of the NSC's "suggesobscured by misunderstood rhethas no interest in the injustices
oric, lethargy, and governmental
Coca-Cola is a "wellinflicted on Blacks with the ex- tion" that
rigidity.
known" exploiter of underdevelception of being a perpetrator of
Fr. Baker's positional stateoped
countries.
oppression
further
ment
issued May 18 was indeed
Having drunk Coke in several
Thursdays
during
Published Tuesdays and
miscalculation. Yet it
IT IS MORE than coincidence underdeveloped countries I must ike school year except on holidays and dur- a grievous
is virtually only an echo of state
Seattle University, Writthat the predominantly white confess my ignorance of this. I ing examinations by
ten,
and financed by S.U. students.
and city legislation either already
demonstrationheld for the killing have, however, seen Iranians Officesedited
at Seattle University, Seattle, Wash.
enacted, or now proposed. Such
wage
a
decent
under
earning
State
and
of the Kent
students
981??. Second-class postage paid at Seattle,
legislation is ill advised, as it
Wash. Subscription: $4 50 a yeor; close relathe Cambodian intervention went American working conditions in a
Canada,
$3.50;
$4.00;
Mexico
tives, nlumni
makes particular to demonstraCoke plant. In Tunisia, small boys
unopposed . . Yet, when Black
Other foreign addresses $6.25; airmail In
tive protest those laws already
students attempt to ask for like sell Coke the way American kids U.S. $9.00.
existing which prosecute such
memorium for the murder of have paper routes. (I might add
Editor Pany Hollinger
acts under far more general
that in this case the parched
their Black people and seek the
Executive Editor: Kerry Webster
headings. The final drift of such
American tourist gets exploited.)
hiring of a Black instructor
News Fditor: Kathy McCarthy
legislation is a violation of the
Assistant News Editor' Don Nelson
how quickly President Baker In Turkey. Lebanon, and dozens
Feature Editor: Marsha Green
Bill of Rights; specifically, that
takes measures to condemn their of countries, merchants have a
Sports Editor: Art Rels
section guaranteeing freedom of
selling locally produced
fast
Photo Editor: Bob Kegel
activity. He calls Black students
assembly.
put on their shelves.
Assistant Photo Editor: Mike Penney
rioters and revolutionaries, and product to
Business Manager: Jan Sorenson
The events of the past two
then takes the extreme and un- And not least, Coca-Cola's worldAdvertising Manager: Chuck Nau
weeks designate the failure of a
necessary measure of soliciting
wide distribution and high stanPromotions: Dave Nollette
Advisor: Fr. Frnncis Greene. S J
specific point of view .
All
massive police aid. Whereas there dards let you enjoy a cold drink
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those of the opposition to express
themselves if we are to "allow"
freedom of expression that we so
eloquently boast of.

..

—

discrimination.

—

—

—

—

—

customers.

irresponsible.

horrified.

S.U. in Age of Awaking.

—

—

—
—

...

—

—

racism.

exploitation?

..

The Spectator.

.

...

-

..

commands have become political
commands affecting everyone in
a political manner. This is, however, cause for great hope. At
last it is possible for every governing body to form an unprecedented rapport with those whom
they serve. Yet at a time when
the need and the desire to communicate has become so great,
those who now possess power are
taking a frightened, dogmatic
stance.
When Val Laigo, fine arts instructor, proposes a "town meeting" of the University community
to discuss University issues, he
speaks with authority inherent in
the best tradition of American
government. Rallies are a signification of concern, albeit often
misdirected. They who so loquaciously mourn the Kent State five
and the Augusta eight display the
same poor logic as those who hold
up the Vietnam dead, and ask,
"Will these men have died in
vain?" Such immoral use of
rhetoric is to be deplored.
In summation, we witness the
awakening of the body politic of
the United States, resulting in a
fundamental shift in the unconscious decision making faculties
of the status quo. A dangerous reaction to this postural change
could signal the end of liberty
when the American consciousness
has seldom been so well disposed
to receive it. The possibility of a
single "town council" rather than
separate governing bodies should
be exhaustively explored. Finally,
rhetoric is a tool of persuasion,
but like any complex tool improperly used, it may be an instrument of equivocal destruction.

Student Struck
In Confrontation.
Bill Huff, S.U. senior in economics, required 11 stiches
Monday after questioning a

group of students in Pigott who
had announced there would be
no class.

Huff heard furniture being thrown in an adjoiningroom.
When he questioned a group of
about 15 students in the next
room, they began to strike him
and threw a metal ash can.

Sounding Board:

Sounding Board:

Anti-ROTC Positions Outlined.

Grades Net Reply.. .
by Fr. James McGoldrick, S.J.

Dean Emeritus, Education

...

The comments Ipassed in
The Spectator recently on low
graders as teachers and as individuals have brought many
phone calls to my office.
from parThe phone calls
ents were entirely commendatory; those from staff members
were defensive. One party explained to me over the phone
that he "does not believe in high
grades anyway."

...

ITRIED to explain to him that
this winter's Low Scholarship/
Disqualification List (LS/D) con-

tained the names of one sixth

(505) of our student body and
had in it the names of 96 sen-

...
The main import

iors

of my reply to

all critics was that the psychology underlying the grading system at S.U. impresses me as in
emphatic need of an overhaul

...

...

Success, good grades, entice to
In youth there
added activity
is grave danger of too frequent
Irefer the reader to
failures
"A Humane Psychology of Education" by Castiello (Passim)

...

...

LET ME HERE make clear
that neither now, nor at any period of my life, have Isuggested
that high grades should be assigned for inferior academic
achievements
A teacher by 1) constant presence in class, 2) clear forceful
presentation of ideas, 3) stressing
the value of the subject matter,
4) involvement in the lives of
students, 5) evident interest in
their success and 6) frequent exshould
.have
aminations
that he
so sold his subject
is in a position to assign worthwhilegrades
And yet, at S.U. this is scarcely
the case
It eventually boils
down to the inter-relationship between a student body and the

..

. . . . . .. .
...
...
...

faculty members

...

I CONSIDER the staff at S.U.
is very well taken care of
The teacher-student ratio is about
one teacher for every 14 students.
The teachers are not over-

...

worked
Let me here add that the students at S.U. are from cultured
homes, meet all standard admission requirements, have definite
goals and are willing to work
hard to attain success.
These students would appreciate the cooperation of the faculty
It would seem that this is
not demanding too much. I am
loath to mention it here but these

...

tion, is committed to the ChrisThere has been at least some tian principles, reiterated at
debate recently regarding the Vatican 11, of love, brotherhood,
good students have paid
existence of the ROTC program non-violence, and peace. S.U.,
cooperation
the teacher's
at Seattle University. Many stu- therefore, has a Christian reTHERE SEEMS to be a feel- dents have wondered exactly sponsibility (which state universities do not) to use all its reing now somewhat chronic in the why the Student Coalition bethat S.U. lieves that the University is not sources to eliminate the use of
thinking of many
war as an instrument of nationthe proper place for ROTC
1) is quite satisfied with the staff
policy and to assist in the deal
all,
First
of
if
onebelieves
that
2)
unnecessarily magnified
the war in Southeast Asia is velopment of non-violent methincreaspay
to
them
will continue
immoral, it is evident that the ods to settle international dis3) will provide
ing salaries
program, which provides putes
ROTC
tuition for spouses and children
great
Thirdly, regardless of one's
a
number of officers serv4) will take care of their
insurance, hospital expenses and ing in that war, must be eliminview
of war and Christianity,
generous retirement funds; if ated. By assisting the ROTC, there is a final reason for elimonly the staff at the end cf each the University, in effect, assists ination of ROTC. That is, there
quarter will shower the students in the waging of an immoral is a basic contradiction between
with low grades
war.
the military structure in which
Trying to defend (a) gradSECONDLY,
aside
from
the
a
chain-of-command exists,
of
de(a)
ing profile the Dean
war,
question
of
the
S.E.
Asia
where
students are literally unit
being
as
partment referred to
in harmony with the "normal Seattle U., as a Catholic institu- der the command of their teachThe normal curve
curve!"
is far from being accepted as
gradSounding Board:
best method of
the
ing students. Many outstanding
educational psychologists entirely
reject a normal curve for a setting as
S.U.
by Jim Tollefson

.

...

. ..

...

...

.. .

...

...

..

...

...

...

in which a free and open exchange of ideas between colleagues involved in a search for
truth is the cornerstone
ONE FINAL POINT should be
made. Many students believe
that ROTC must remainbecause
students have a right to the opportunity to enroll in the program
could
By the same argument, I
demand that I be given my
"rightful" opportunity to take,
for example, a class in window
washing, car maintenance, or
any other course. By requesting
that ROTC be retained in order
to preserve academic freedom,
students actually are undercutting the whole meaning of "aca."
demic" and of "university

...

...

..

...

...

MANY OF THE students now
on the LS/D list will not return
to S.U. next fall. Neither will such
students encourage others to take

...

We are thus
their place here
denied the privilege of helping in
the Christian education of such

...

superb young men and women
S.U.s staff should have a deep

interest in each and every student
who register with us. The young
should be carefully trained
and slowly educated. They should
be trained to consider themselves
as citizens of Time and Eternity
with a Supernatural Destiny to be

.

attained.
Education at S.U. should give
primary interest to the development of the individual to make
him a superior individual, and integrated personality who thinks
and acts correctly

...

THERE IS also another phase
in private higher education that
must be kept in view
As S.U. receives no state or
it depends
federal subsidy
upon tuition
donations
and gifts
for the financial

...

...
.
.
.
...
...
needed ...
a
that reason, though

support

in
For
secondary place, the staff at S.U.
must take more than normal care
of those who come to us. In this
we should be superior to any public university
We must build a form, an image of S.U. that is paternal, that
is sacrificial, that makes the student feel that while educating him
need
we appreciate him and
him and thousands others like
him .

...

..

ers, and the idea of a university,

...

Roman Carnival Reaches Present.
(Editor's Note: The following is
Fr. Louis Gaffney's, S.J., Dean of
the Graduate School, account of
a meeting of faculty members
Monday night which resulted in
a call for a joint student-faculty
senate meeting Tuesday. It is entitled, "A Funny Thing Happened
on the Way to the Faculty Meeting-)
by Ludovicus Severus

Of Zero Mostels we had none,

but several apt comedians enlivened the forum. And very likely several elderly "Buster Keatons" among the faculty are still
jogging around the campus trying
to find out where and why the
meeting was being held.
If the scene were transferred to
ancient Rome and a reporter covered the meeting, designating the
faculty as Senate, the Jesuits as
Soothsayers, and the students as
people, the story might have been
as follows:
As the senators and soothsayers
assembled, it was not at all clear
why they had been called or who
was doing the calling. This doubt
was somewhat dispelled when a
young senator from the Britannic
(English) division, Donaldus Britannicus, began to speak.

MENTIONED that he and

HE
others believed there were very
serious problems around the campus today and that there was a
great need for the members of
the University, senate and soothsayers to communicate more. Edmundus Eruditus, the Vice Praesens, mentioned that this was not

FESTIVAL
Returns Saturday Night!
May 23, 8:30- 12:00 p.m.

a faculty meeting, but a meeting

...

of the faculty!
It would seem that only Senator
Christopher Pacificus at this time
sensed the political intrigue in the
offing, and early in the discussion
moved that the assembly support
the courageous stand of Baker
Augustus in his official notice of
May 18, 1970, in which he proposed a "no nonsense" stand on
campus disturbances. Senator
Christopher Pacificus' motion
carried by a substantial majority.

SENATOR PACIFICUS* unand sense
of timing was immediately evident. The young senator, Joannes
Teutonicus, who earlier in the day
had been seen walking down the
mall at the head of the second
contingent, before the Vandals
occupied the office of Baker Augustus, showed considerable irritation that this motion had been
carried before his political strategy had time to go into operacanny political insight

tion
A senator suggested (since the
camel's head was inside the tent)
that two students be allowed to
speak for five minutes each. The
first student to speak was Larry
Hibernicus, who spoke eloquently
and with conviction on his position that the coalition demands
were not receiving proper attention. After seven minutes his fiveminute speech was well received
by all the members present
THE NEXT STUDENT, Lucullus Hiatus, mentioned that he was
not a great political activist and
did not know whether he could
speak for the Numidian Union,

...

but he spoke gently and convincingly of the problems today and
the necessity of better communication and understanding
Joannes Gravis, a member of
the Student Senate, spoke impassionately on how Baker Augustus
would not listen! He mentioned
that for two hours and 40 minutes
that very day he had tried to

...

convince the praeses but without
success! The influential senator,
Davidicus Electricus, admired the
conviction of young Gravis, the
student unable to smile, but did
think that after two hours and 40
minutes it might be more appropriate to say that the praeses
listened but was not swayed.
PETRUS AURANTIUS gave the
sixth or seventh of the two fiveminute speeches of the coalition.
This very intense young man told
about the intransigence of Baker
Augustus that morning when the
Vandal delegation occupied his office. Robertus Hispanicus asked,
"Is it true that when these nonnegotiable demands were made,
the Praeses was given only ten
seconds to reply?" After an embarrassed pause Petrus admitted
that this was true and a murmur
passed through the senatus populusque romanus
FROM THESE and other
speeches, it began to be generally
recognized that there was much
more need for discussion and
communication on campus; that
there was a desperate need to
treat people as humans not as
senators or soothsayers, or stu-

...

—

dents

...

f Rome.
I
IBefore Christ.
I After Fellini.

TABARD INN
STUDENTS AND FACULTY
SUPERB LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
EXCITING ATMOSPHERE
DELIGHTFUL COEDS WILL SERVE:
COFFEE, PIZZA and

REFRESHMENTS
COVER CHARGE 50c PER PERSON

ID IS

REQUIRED!
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"Thereis noend, no beginning.
There is only the infinite passion of life."
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Five

democratic methods of changing
public process, international inNew officers for Sigma Kappa stitutions and worldorder, world
Phi, S.U. nurses' club, were development,disarmament, and
elected recently.
ten other areas which comprise
They are: Rita Connaughton, the war/peace field.
president; Cathe Clapp, first
College graduates are prefervice president; Pat Macier, sec- red but a degree is not essential.
ond vice president; Kathy Pat- Participation in the program
terson, secretary; Jeanette Vow- lasts a year.
ker, treasurer and Mary Welch,
publicity directory.
QUALITIES sought in future
interns are maturity, tolerance
for frustration, interest in forcing change without violence and
ASSU officers will stage an a desire to be involved in solvopen meeting next Wednesday, ing human and social problems.
2:15 p.m. in the Bellarmine
Further information can be
Snack Bar.
obtained from the World WithThe officers will be available out War Council of Greater Seatfor questions from the floor and tle, 4235 Roosevelt Way N.E. Seattle, Washington, 98105.
discussion of current issues.
Miles,
secretary,
ASSU
Shirley
has asked that clubs submit
names, addresses and phone
A. Ludlow Kramer, Washingnumbers of officers to her.
secretaryof state,will speak
ton
Yell King candidates will be
"Youth Involvement in Poon
interviewed next week b y
litics" at today's free hour, 11
George Irwin, ASSU publicity a.m., in the library auditorium.
director. Interviews will be in
His appearance is sponsored
his office.
by the Political Union.
"Nothing physical will be required," Irwin stated.

officers.

meeting.

involvement.

ecumenism.

peace interns.

Dr. Richard Overman, professor of theology at the University
of Puget Sound, will speak at 1
p.m. today in Xavier Lounge on

The World Without War Council of Greater Seattle is looking
for people to participate in an "Christian Ecumenical Perspecintern program, according to tives Today."
Fr. Frank Costello, S.J., chairMethodism in the Pacific
man of the Council and S.U. asNorthwest
will be the backprofessor
political
sociate
of
sci- ground for his
presentation.
ence.
AH interested students are inINTERNS can expect practi- vited.
cal experienceworking with the
Council itself or with a major
organization, developing educational programs and helping to
There is still room for four or
organize public activity in the five more students who would
war/peace field.
like to take part in the Search
Participants also have a full this weekend at Holy Rosary
program of seminars and inde- High School in West Seattle.
pendent study which focuses on
The Search offers an oppor-

search.

news briefs.

tunity for students to discuss was recentlyelected to the Comand exchange ideas on the chal- mission on Nursing Education of
lenge of Christianity today.
the American Nurses AssociaThe weekend begins tomor- tion.
Her selection for a four-year
row at 5:30 p.m. and ends Sunday at 3 p.m.
term as commissioner came
Those who would like to at- during the ANA's national contend the Search are asked to vention in Miami.
notify Fr. Joseph Maguire, S.J.,
The Commission on Nursing
student chaplain, or Nancy Education develops standards of
Mudd, Bell. 635, before noon nursing education. It also has
Friday.
educational offerings in the light
of recent scientific developments
and changes in health needs.
The ANA delegates voted to
Anita Mcßeynolds, a senior initiate a national health insurin fine arts, will be presented ance program and support legisin concert tomorrow night at lation approaching drug abuse
8:30 p.m. in Pigott Auditorium. as a health problem.
Phi Beta, S.U. chapter of the
national music and drama honorary fraternity, will sponsor
her appearance.
Music from the drama "Mask
The program will include the
Hiroshima," scored by Fr.
of
and
Schumann Carnaval
comWaters, S.J., and written
Kevin
Debussy.
positions by Bach and
by Fr. Ernest Ferlita, S.J.,
will be publically performed
for the first time in today's 11
a.m. concert in Pigott auditoriMarshall Okada, 22, S.U. fi- um.
nance graduating senior, was
The Fine Arts Ensemble, dirawarded the Financial Execuby Fr. Waters, will sing
ected
Outstanding
tive Instite
Academic Achievement Award in the prologue and a solo piece
from the play. They will also
April.
perform
three songs by the AmOkada received the $100 award
erican composer Charles Ives.
at the FEl's annual Education
Also featured during the hour
Night at the Washington Athletic
will be the S.U. Girls' Glee
Club.
Club, directed by Roland Wyatt
of the music department, performing selections from Mozart,
Bartok, Schuman, and Giannini.
wash,
sponsored
A car
by A Cynthia Nesbihal will
solo.
Phi O, will be held tomorrow
from 12-4 p.m. on the mall between Bellarmine and the library.
The Intercollegiate Knights'
The price is 10 cents per car.
Every 75th car to be washed annual Pat Smith drive will culminate next Tuesday with a
will receive a free fifth.
charity movie "Wait Until
Dark," at 8 p.m. in Pigott Auditorium. Price will be $1.
Money collected by I.K. pledDr. Eileen Ridgeway, S.U.
Dean of the School of Nursing, ges during the week-long drive

recital.

concert.

award.

car wash.

kontum.

elected.

Chevrolet. Right Car.
Right Price. Right Now.

1

which began yesterday will be

contributed to Dr. Pat Smith's

Kontum Hospital in Vietnam.

plea.
Dr. Ben Cashman, MUN moderator and political science
chairman, has made a plea for
funds to sponsor the S.U.-hosted

Far West conference of the
MUN in 1972.
"While participating schools
and the student delegates pay
most of the expenses, a substantial sum must come from the
local community," he said.
Contributions may be sent to
the political science department
either in one sum or in yearly
installments for tax credit purposes.

thanks.
S.U.s Intercollegiate Knights
wish to thank all those who participated in the recent Victoria,

8.C., cruise.

According to Rich Cook, grand
duke, the I.X.'s hope to make
the cruise an annual event.

probation.

A slight change has been
made in notification of students
concerning probation or dismissal from the University.
All students enrolled spring
quarter will receive a grade report and a fall registration
number.
This does not mean that students may not be dismissed
later after a meeting in which
the deans will review transcripts. In such cases a drop
letter will follow the grade report.

The initial grade report will
include the word "probation"

for all students v/hose gpa is
below 2.00. Review by the respective deans will follow this
mailing.
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is the
dawning
of the Age
of Security.

NOW ON SALE. Impala, America's most popular car.
You simply buy any Impala V8
model.
And you simply orderTurbo Hydra-matic transmission, radio,
while stupe tires, front ;md rear bumper guards and theconvenienl
Comfortilt steering wheel. Ihen we include a big regular fuel 400cubic-inch V8
and dual exhausts.
A<
EXtra charge> durin8 The Bis Impala 400 Sale.
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Today's college student
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a $159 puce reduction.
Coupe or sedan.

VH jV

With these Novas the day-night

mirror, bias belted ply tires, cigarette
lighter and seat belt retractors, formerly

Chevelle. $148 LESS*

Standard, are still available as options.

than our previous lowest priced 4-door.

Place your order at your Chevy dealer's.

America's most popular mid-size
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Monte Carlo Luxury for only $3,123*
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Chevelle. $147 LESS'

than our previous lowest priced hardtop.

Now America's lowest priced
sedan at a new low price.
mid-size hardtop.
We took America's best selling mid-size car. Then added
two new lower priced models. Lower priced they are But lower
priced looking and feeling the) aren't

%sk§|

'Based on manufacturer's suggested retail prices, including federal excise tax and suggested dealer new vehicle
preparation charges Destination charges, state and local
taxes and optional equipment additional.
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Monte Carlo is hundreds of dollars less than
other personal luxury cars. Hundreds.
et Monte Carlo's a car of thickly padded
seats. An instrument panel with the look of
Carpathian burled elm. Plush carpeting.
Monte Carlo is every bit the luxury car.
Try the real 'hing
at your Chevrolet dealer's.
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Putting yOU
fire* Keeps
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is on to the future. He
understands the importance
of having financial security.
And he'll start to plan for
it now. By investing in a
life insurance program that
provides for now, and

the future.

At ProvidentMutual we

have the precise program
for college students. The
earlier you start, the less
it costs. And the more

security you'll have a

chance

to build.

Give us a call. Or stop
by our campus office. Make
this the dawning of your
Age of Security.

808 HAMILTON
MA 2-1086

PROVIDENT
MUTUAL«B LIFE

FightersPreparesfor

Smoker

■

Next

Week.

This year's annual A Phi O
Smoker will be at 8 p.m. May
29 in the AstroGym.
Pre-sale tickets will be $1.
Refreshments as well as door
izes will be available.
According to Bryce McWalt, "the match to watch is bereen Stan Taloff and Sammy
ioco. They have been fightg for three years and have
rown many excitingpunches."
Other fighters slated to parti-

Golfers Win UBC Championship;
Brady, Puetz Lead S.U. Effort.

cipate are: Dan Orr vs. Lance
Kissinger, Tom McKeon vs.
Mitch Wolfe, Kerry Dolan vs.
S.U.s golfing Chieftains closed
Jim Benoit, Mike Van Dera vs. out
another highly successful
Jonathan George,Tom Sown vs. season
winning the University
Rob Rantucci and Frank Fen- of British
Columbia Intercollenerty vs. Bryce McWalter.
giate Invitational at Vancouver
The tag team will consist of last weekend.
Paul Schwaighart, Rick LaJIM BRADY won Medalist
Belle, Bob Parker and Pat Weller. There is the possibility of honors with a seven-over-par
295 while teammate Randy
three additional bouts.
For more information, contact Puetz finished as second individual in the tournament with a
Bryce McWalter.
301.
S.U. won the title easily outFINAL COMPETITIVE AVERAGES
stroking
second place and host
Average Competitive
school ÜBC by 16 shots. WestName
Performance
ern Washington State College
1. Jim Brady
73.46
2. Randy Puetz
was third and the University of
76.74
3. Steve Dallas
77.00
Puget Sound finished fourth.
4. Gordy Haddad
77.53
5. Wes Delaney
79.06
THE ÜBC Invitational is part
6. Tom Snell
78.09
of the British Columbia Sports
7. John Molitor
78.00
Festival Celebration held this
timeeach year.
The Chiefs were presented the
Stan Leonard Cup (picture) as
the tournament champions. The
trophy honors Leonard, who is
the greatest golfer ever to represent Canada in international
golf competition.
p.m. in Barman 501.
TODAY
SAM (Society for the AdvanceHawaiian Club: 7 p.m. meeting
LEONARD, winner of more
ent of Management): 11 a.m. in Pigott.
eeting in Pigott 154.
A Phi O: executive board meet- titles than any Canadian professional, is, in American terms
Young Republicans: meeting ing at 6 p.m. in Bellarmine Apts.;
elect new officers, 11 a.m. in active meeting at 7 p.m. in Bel- the Ben Hogan or Sam Snead of
c Chieftain lounge.
larmine Apts. Wear blazers.
Canadian golf.
SUNDAY
Creative Writer's Club: 7:30
The 72 hole competition was
Spanish Club: Mass in Spanish p.m. meeting in Xavier lounge.
played over four different
at 10:30 a.m. in Bellarmine ChapGoldwater Speech: Barry Gold- courses, all "extremely tough
el.
water's S.U. speech, "We are the
MONDAY
Protectors of the World," will be
Spectator: staff meeting at 3 broadcast on KRAB, 107.7 at 8:45
(Paid Advertisement)
.m. in the newsroom.
p.m.
CLUBS, Starter set. 1-3
GOLF
Senate:
8
meetp.m.
Student
WEDNESDAY
woods, 3-5-7-9 irons and a putng in LL 108.
Sigma
p.m.
Gamma
Phi: 7
ter. Played on some of the
meeting in Bellarmine 232.
TUESDAY
finest courses on West Coast
I.X.'s: pledge meeting at 6 p.m.
AWS: last Girls' Night Out from
(e.g. Spyglass in San Francisco). GOOD CONDITION.
n Pigott 401; active meeting at 6:30-8 p.m. in the Tabard Inn. To
$25.01. Contact SPECTATOR
p.m. in Xavier. Blazers need get your spirits up we've reduced
SPORTS, ext. 595.
be worn.
the cost of the cheer to $1.25
Spurs: general meeting at 6: 15 (wine-beer) entertainment.
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SpectrumofEvents
May

—

21-27.

I
fit

photo by mike penney
DR. TOM PAGE, S.U.Golf Coach, and Sports InformationDirector
PAT HAVES eye trophy hardware won at ÜBC tournament.

Dallas' 219's, and Wes Delaney
carded a 325.
mentor
JOHN MOLITOR, playing for
Tom
DR. PAGE, who has never attle,Snell who remained in Seshot a 312.
had an unsuccessful season as
golf coach at S.U., was "very,
very proud" of S.U.s play last
tests of the golfers' abilities"
said Dr. Tom Page, S. U. golf

weekend.
The courses played were the
Vancouver Country Club, Capilano Country Club, Richmond
Country Club and the Quilchena
Country Club.

Environmentalist
Calls for Control

Dr. Paul Ehrlich, author of
"The Population Bomb," will
discuss methods of population
control in a special lecture at 8
Rounding out S.U.s scores p.m. tonight in the U.W.s Hec
were Gordy Haddad and Steve Edmundson Pavilion.
Discussion of such "solutions"
as abortion, infanticide and euthanasia will be
featured.
to the problem
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$250

UNIVERSITY
CAR RENTALS
4745Roosevelt

EYES RIGHT "* *
FUTURE BRIGHT!

Way N.E.

ME 2-9442
CARS FROM

FriedlarHfer diamond instead? You'll
% not have a qualityprice
find it hard to teat Hw
anywhere. We repeat, anywhere.

"
FIFTH AVENUE SOUTHCENTER

w

Correct Vision Makes School

mile

WEEKEND SPECIAL
Friday Morning 'til
Monday noon
Pay for two days
Free Pickup and Delivery

Work Easier ... Faster
Broadway
616 V2

U.&I. OPTICAL

v

day

VAUGHN'S

PRICE ANNIVERSARY
V2

SALE
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Bottled under the authority of The COCA-COLA Company by: PACIFIC COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY, Bellevue, Washington
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University
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Shops
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ATSATHERGATE
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University
Way
4308
Third & Cherry
Open 9:30-6
Open 9:30-6; Mon. till 9 p.m.
Mon. & Thurs. till 9 p.m.
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New Housing Policy

Ends Co-ed Campion.
Campion Tower, the first Jesuit co-ed dorm in the country,
will revert to all male status
fall quarter,1970, in accord with
a new student housingpolicy.
The revised policy will permit
junior women to live off cam-

all freshmen men and sophomore men who will still be soph-

omores during fall quarter, must
petition for a renewal of their
waiver under the new policy
form.
Junior women who wish to remain on campus may live in
Bellarmine or Marian Hall.

pus, which was proposed at a
meeting of the University President's Cabinet last week.

FR. ROBERT Rebhahn, S.J.,
Vice President of Students,
termed the new policy "A good
since
move for junior women
it has been a sore spot for some
time."
"The resident hall budget will
probably be affected," he said,
"but we couldn't have a floor
with only 20 girls on it."

UNDER THE new policy, all
full time freshmen and sophomores under 21 years of age, unless married or living with parents, must reside in University
housing.
A waiver of this policy may be
granted in some instances. Procedure for waiver includes a
written request giving reasons
for the petition along with a
letter of approval by parents or
guardian.
The request should be submitted to the Office of the VicePresident of Students or the
Dean of Women 30 days prior to
the start of the quarter for which
waiver is requested.
A COMMITTEE composed of
students, faculty and administration will review the request
and make a decision.
According to the new policy,

...

Student Aid Proposed.

A program of special services
Walter Hundley, director of
for disadvantaged S.U. students the Seattle Model Cities prowill go into effect for the 1970- gram, has actively endorsed the
71 year if federal funds applied proposal in a letter to Charles
for by the University are Mitchell, Minority Students Affairs Director.
granted.
The program would include
The announcement of federal
250 students, tentatively affect- awards will come late this
ing 20 American Indians, 25 month.
Mexican Americans, 120 blacks,
35 orientals, 25 Hawaiians, and
THE CURRICULAR segment
25 whites.
of the program would include
a sequence of English courses
THE OPERATION of the S.U. designed to "improve the stuSpecial Services for Disadvant- dents' ability to communicate,
aged Students proposal, planned but not
to force imagination
and submitted by University into a 'counterculturaP mold."
faculty and staff members, is
Training of tutors to be drawn
contingent upon federal alloca- from the disadvantaged ranks,
tion of part of the $2 million and a concerted effort to bring
available to programs endorsed disadvantaged students into the
by selected Model Cities.
engineering school will also be
undertaken.
The noncurricular aspect
would involve increased counseling services, development of
a cultural center, and training

...

Summer Repertory Plans:
Three Productions in Teatro.
S.U.s Teatro Inigo will open
its second season of summer

signer. Mr. Dore will

direct

repertory June 11 with the rock

Europe Trip
Ad is Fraud.

in the areas of job development
and career guidance.
Further, according to the proposal report, "the University
will maintain a flexible position
in terms of admission standards
in serving these students, and it
will maintain a flexible position
in regards to minimum grade
point averages necessary for

continued enrollment."
DISADVANTAGED students
are defined in the proposal as
those who meet the requirements of the Educational Opportunities Grant program,who are
(their)

admitted to the University provisionally or who fall below a
2.0 gpa during their period of
enrollment, and a "substantial
number of students whose cultural heritage has been traditionally ignored in the University."
The University has requested
$98,040 in Special Services appropriation funds, and has
guaranteed to contribute $46,668. Additional federal funds requested total $12,872, bringing
the cost of the proposed operation to $157,580.

CLASSIFIED

"GHOST SONATA" will run
musical "Your Own Thing."
June 18, 19, 27 and July 2,
Low student rate fares to
10, 18 and 23.
Europe this summer, advertised
The repertory plan allows
"Figaro's Marriage or One by the International Student Exstudents to work in all phases
change Association, are not a
of three productions scheduled Mad Day" by Pierre Caron de legitimate
offer, according to
Beaumarchais
will
the
be
final
three months Portage Bay view
for this summer season.
production. The comedy pro- the Claremont, Calif., PoliceDe- FOR
home, one bedroom. Low rent to
for Mozart's partment.
responsible tenant. EA 3-1721,
TWENTY students will be in- vided the text
ISEA, operated by TerMarriage
Fig"The
of
The
opera
2525 Boyer East.
year's
volved in this
program, a
rence Sutherland, placed one LARGE Apt. available. Two bedroom
jump from the original seven of aro."
Guest artist William Harvey display ad and two classifieds
the first season.
$110-$ 120 a month. Large enough
will direct. Ken Kurtenbach, in The Spectator during Februto share, all utilities. 1300 East
Maj. Gen. Francis L. SampThing" is based drama senior, will be the de- ary.
"Your
Own
Union. EA 9-5448.
son, U.S. Army chief of chap- on Shapespeare's "Twelfth signer.
"The ISEA never had any
lains, will speak at the June 6 Night." It will be directed by
Apartment Rental
"Figaro's Marriage" will
charter with an airline and it
$75 -$llO
baccalaureateMass inSt. James William Dore, associate profes- June 25, 26 and July 3, 11, run
16, appears he never intended to
Cathedral.
Bachelor
and 1 Bedroom
drama,
sor of
with musical di- 24 and 25.
fulfill any of the statements
Near churches and schools
Monsignor Sampson, a World rection by Myron Myers,
a senReservations and season tick- made in the Association's brovery well maintained
War IIand Korean War veteran, ior music major.
available from EA 3- chures," said Ted Whitall, deets
are
PALAMAR APTS.
chappost
has held the
of chief
tective division of the ClareEA 3-0781
1719 E. Spring
It will run June 11, 12, 13, 20 9400, ext. 235.
lain since his appointment by
The
Police,
producCurtain
time
for
all
mont
in
a
letter
to
July
4,
9,
and 17
President Lyndon Johnson in and
BACHELOR and I bedroom apartSpectator.
tions is 8:30 p.m.
ments, furnished and unfurnished
1967.
Universal guilt and spiritual
from $95 to $125. Drapes, appliThe Most Rev. Thomas A. vampirism are the themes of
ances and w/w carpeting. 1212
Connolly, Archbishop of Seattle, "The Ghost Sonata" by August
East Howell, Res. Mgr. EA 9-5322
will proside at the concelebrated Strindberg. Kevin O'Hara, a
Mass.
drama junior, will be the deCAPITOL Hill, walking distance to
S.U. Completely furnished, large
two-room apt. with private bath.
Full kitchen, utilities mcl. $70-$9O

Army Padre
At Service.

First Baptist Sanctuary Choir

EA 4-5814, 431 14th East.

UPPER duplex. Five rooms, partly
furnished. $95. EA 3-8494, even-

CHOIR CONCERT

TV/ LoveComes \}

V

m

InABlaze
OfGlory

$

Zales Constellation Diamonds

"from Bach to Rock"

Ivtay 24

ings.

FURNISHED and unfurn. apartments
for rent. Completely refurbished,
wall to wall carpeting heat and
water mcl. Bachelors from $95,
one bedroom from $115. 1736
Summit, EA 5-4099.

7:30 p.m.
TWO bedroom house, furnished. $55.
4 blocks from S.U. EM 2-2017.

Special Welcome to S. U. Students
Compliments of the Collegiate Barber Shop

TWO bedroom house on Queen Anne
Hill. Furnished. $400 per month,
Available during summer. AT 37869.

ENTERPRISING? Ambitious? Build a
business while going to school and
during vacation. For interview,
call AT 4-1224.
NIGHT spot entertainer for Fri. and
Sat. State qualifications and availability. Send resume c/o The
Spectator, Business Manager.

'67 VOLKSWAGEN bug, white. Excellent condition, $1275. AT 44290 or Ext. 346.
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$150
TYPING, My home. EA 4-8024.

Professional Work

IBM Selectric, Choice of Type Styles
Broadway District, EA 3-3244

CONVENIENT
TERMS
AVAILABLE

EXPERIENCED Typist. Donna Rich
Cooper. WE 7-2423.

ZALES*

ALL kinds of typing. Mrs Davies,
EA 2-7363.

JEWELERS
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We're nothing
your love.
without
"
Downtown
" Northqofe "" Renton 3rd & PineCenter
Tacoma Moll
Whcenter

.

Shopping

B.d

Illwironon,Enlor
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LOVE your fellow man this summer;
get involved, defeat Referendum
20. Call Voice for the Unborn, MA
2-1526. 102 Boren Aye. N.

